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Address PROCESS-ELECTRONIC GmbH
Dürnauer Weg 30 
73092 Heiningen

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Heat treating sensors, probes and analyzers

oxygen sensors
hydrogen sensors
nitriding sensors
nitrocarburizing sensors
carburizing sensors
nitriding analyzers
hydrogen analyzers

Heat treating software

carburizing simulation software

Heat treating controllers

carburizing controllers
nitriding controllers
nitrocarburizing controllers
High-accuracy controllers for calculating and controlling dew point, oxygen partial pressure, temperature, nitriding potential and carbon
potential
Embedded programmable controllers designed to monitor, control and record heat-treatment processes running in batch furnaces
Universal programmable controllers custom configurable to monitor, control and record heat-treatment processes running in various types of
furnaces

Heat treating management software

Integrated production management software package (plant management system or SCADA - Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) for
optimizing the performance and efficiency of a heat treatment plant operating a variety of furnaces and for automatic handling of machinery
(plant automation)
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